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Abstract
Proof nets can be seen as a multiple conclusion natural deduction system for Linear
Logic LL and form a good formalism to analyze some computation mechanisms for
instance in typetheoretic interpretations This paper presents an algorithm for au
tomated proof nets construction in the noncommutative multiplicative linear logic
that is useful for applications including planning concurrency or sequentiality The
properties of this algorithm can be proved from a recently dened graphtheoretic
characterization of noncommutative proof nets Involving simple construction prin
ciples improved in the commutative case it leads also to a new proof search method
for the noncommutative fragment Moreover because of the relationships between
the noncommutative linear logic and the Lambek calculus we can derive from it an
alternate method for automatic construction of proof nets in this calculus
  Introduction
Linear Logic LL can oer a framework to study and analyze various notions
or approaches of programming and computation 	 Many developments and
applications based on the proofsasprograms or proofsearch as computation
paradigms require adequate contributions on proof search in given LL frag

ments and consequently new methods for proof or proof nets construction
that could be used in logical frameworks or type
theoretic languages	 Auto

mated proof search can be investigated with denitions of classes of proofs
that are complete w	r	t	 provability as uniform focusing or canonical proofs
 or alternatively with the notion of proof net that is a concrete structure
c
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introduced to cope with the problems arising from the intrinsic parallelism
of the linear sequent calculus ie a counterpart of natural deduction in LL
We have dened an algorithm for automated proof net construction for the
Multiplicative Linear Logic MLL 	 and shown that it could naturally pro

vide a connection proof search method for this logical fragment 	 In fact
automated theorem proving or verication can strongly benet from such in

vestigations on proof nets 	
In this paper we consider the multiplicative fragment of Non Commutative
Linear logic NCMLL 	 and we design an algorithm for automatic con

struction of non
commutative proof nets that could be also viewed as a proof
search method in this logical fragment Such results are important for theo

rem proving in applications including planning concurrency sequentiality or
computational linguistics and also for verication of concurrent distributed
systems In fact the order sensitiveness of the NCMLL calculus is reected
by planarity conditions on proof nets justied by a graph
theoretic character

ization of non
commutativity 	 A main point is to keep the construction
principles used in the MLL case that lead to a direct construction of proof
nets without an a posteriori verication 	
Moreover because of the relationships between Lambek calculus and non

commutative linear logic 	 another interesting result is that we can derive
from the previous results an alternative algorithm for construction of Lambek
proof nets 	 that is not based on the explicit use of labels on the links
or on some unication on such labels
  Noncommutative Linear Logic and Proofs
Linear logic introduced by J
Y Girard 	 keeps one of the structural rules
of the sequent calculus namely the exchange rule that allows to disregard
the order of the assumptions and conclusions of a proof The usual linear
logic including this rule may be called commutative linear logic because it
allows to prove the commutativity of the multiplicative connectives The
aim to see what happens when we remove this rule from the linear sequent
calculus leads to the study of the logic called noncommutative linear logic
The sequent calculus and phase semantics in the propositional case have been
investigated in 	 and other studies on non
commutative classical linear logic
were developed with a restricted form of exchange rule cyclic exchange rule
or schift rule 	
The NMLL system 
We present the multiplicative fragment of non
commutative linear logic
called here NMLL knowing that we can easily and naturally extend it to the
additive connectives to obtain NMALL 	
Denition  formulae

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Formulae of MNLL are dened as follows
i if P is a propositional letter and n   Z P
n
 is a formula of MNLL
ii if A and B are formulae of MNLL then AB and AB are formulae of
MNLL
if P is a propositional letter and n   N then P
 
is P  P
n
is P
  n times
for
n   and P
n
is
  n times
P for n  
A sequent of MNLL is any conguration  	 where 	 is a nite sequence
of formulae of MNLL
Denition  negation of formulae
For each formula A of MNLL we dene A
 
linear postnegation and
 
A
linear retronegation as follows
i if P is a propositional letter and n   Z P
n

 

 P
n
and
 
P
n
 
 P
n
ii AB
 

 B
 
 A
 

 
AB 

 
B 
 
A
iii AB
 

 B
 
A
 

 
AB 

 
B 
 
A
If A is a formula of MNLL and n   Z then A
n
will denote A if n 
 
A
  n times
if n   and
  n times
A if n  
We can verify that for each formula A of MNLL 
 
A
 


 
A
 
 
 A
Denition  sequent calculus
We dene the onesided sequent calculus for MNLL as follows
 A
 
Id
 	 A	

 A
 

 		

Cut

 	 A   A
 


 	

Cut

 	 A	

 B
 	 AB	



 	 A   B

 	 AB



 	 AB	

 	 AB	


If we restrict the rules of this sequent calculus to formulae of MLL and if
we moreover consider A
 
in these rules as the metalinguistic linear negation
of A in MLL and if nally we add the exchange rule we get an alternative
formulation of the sequent calculus for MLL equivalent to the one of 
More details on this MNLL system can be found in 
The MNCLL system 	
If we add
 
A 
 A
 
the relations 
 
A
 


 
A
 
 
 A become A
 

 

 A
having only one linear negation We obtain with this addition the MNCLL
system with the same axioms and rules as MNLL proposed in  In this
system the sequents  A
 
 A and  AA
 
are both admitted as axioms but
let us note that the latter is not an axiom and even not a theorem in MNLL
Let us illustrate this system with the following sequent
 C  D A A
 
B
 
 B  D
 
 C
 
 and one of its proof in MNCLL

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  BB
 
id
  CC
 
id
  DD
 
id
  AA
 
id
  D AA
 
D
 

 
  C   D A A
 
D
 
 C
 

 
  C   D A A
 
D
 
 C
 

  C   D A A
 
 B
 
 B   D
 
 C
 



  C   D A A
 
B
 
 B   D
 
 C
 


If we consider the similar sequent where D A is replaced by AD then it
is not provable in MNCLL Compared to the previous proof the expected one
would have the same schema but the last  from the bottom 
 
rule cannot
be applied
The previous system MNCLL is equivalent to the multiplicative fragment
of Cyclic Linear Logic  CyMLL  that includes a cyclic exchange rule
and we can also recall that there exists a linear length translation from the
multiplicative fragment of Abruscis noncommutative linear logic into the
multiplicative fragment of Yetters cyclic linear logic 	 In the rest of the
paper we consider the MNCLL system to deal with noncommutative linear
logic and use the notation NCMLL to denote this logic
  Noncommutative proof nets
The notion of proof net
 a new kind of syntax for linear logic
 has been intro
duced by J Y Girard 
 as a counterpart of natural deduction in linear
logic
 in order to cope with the problems arising from the intrinsic parallelism
of linear sequent calculus This notion
 originally restricted to MLL
 is dened
for dierent fragments as for instance MALL  extension with the additives

 or NCMLL 
A main point consists in nding the most adequate denition of proof net

that can be inductive or not Before to dene the notion of noncommutative
proof net
 we start to recall what is a  commutative proof net of MLL
 
and
some basic structures useful for the construction To consider the construction
of proof nets
 we use simple concepts as the decomposition tree  that is triv
ially dened as the tree of all the subformulae of the given sequent
 the leaves
of which being free or not  wrt axiomlinks during the construction process
Denition  A literal is an atomic formula A or its negation A
 

Two literals are dual if one is the negation of the other
A preproof structure of a sequent   A
 
  A
n
is dened in the following way
 i A sequence A
 
  A
n
is a preproof structure with A
 
  A
n
as leaves
 ii  link
 
In fact we only consider MLL without constants ie the MLL
 
fragment
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 A  B A  B  
BA
If is a preproof is a preproof
structure 
 
structure then
iii  link  replace   by   in the previous case
The decomposition tree of a sequent can be inductively constructed but
the essential for the proof net construction consists in nding the good links
between dual leaves In fact a proof structure is composed by the decomposi
tion tree with a set of axiomslinks covering the leaves and there are various
criteria to verify if a given proof structure is also a proof net 	
 A rst
approach could consist in building a proof structure and in verifying a poste
riori if it is a proof net Here we want to consider the proof net construction
from an automated deduction point of view and then from a given sequent to
directly and automatically construct a corresponding proof net if there exists
For that the use and the analysis of an inductive denition of proof nets as
for instance the one of 
 is helpful
It is wellknown that the proof nets of MLL are characterized by a simple and
elegant graphtheoretic condition saying that any DanosRegnier graph DR
graph is a proof net of MLL if and only if it is acyclic and connected under
a choice of  link switching
 
switching condition see 	 for more details
But what about the noncommutative proof nets rstly dened in   We
now present the inductive denition of noncommutative proof nets and the
graphtheoretic characterization from which we can justify the properties of
our algorithm
Inductive noncommutative proof nets
We dene a noncommutative proof net as a plane graph induced from
proofs of MNCLL
Denition  A noncommutative proof net NCPN is dened by induc
tion as follows
 Axiom We draw an axiomlink corresponding to   A
 
 A as follows and so
we obtain an elementary NCPN with A
 
 A as conclusions
   AA
 
A
	 Axiom We draw an axiomlink corresponding to   AA
 
as follows and so
we obtain an elementary NCPN with AA
 
as conclusions
   A
 
A
A
 
for each link one selects one premise and removes its connection with the link

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  Cut
 
 If N
 
and N

are disjoint NCPNs with the multisets  A
 
and A


respectively as conclusions we draw a cut	link as follows and so we obtain a NCPN
with the multiset 
 
as conclusions
   
 
 
 
A A

 
A A

N
 
N

N
 
N

cut

 

 
 
 Cut

 If N
 
and N

are disjoint NCPNs with the multisets  A and 
 
 A


respectively as conclusions we draw a cut	link as follows and so we obtain a NCPN
with the multiset 
 
 as conclusions
 

 
 
A A

 
A A

N
 
N

N
 
N

cut

 

 
   
 
 If N
 
and N

are disjoint NCPNs with the multisets  A
 
and B
respectively as conclusions we draw a times	link as follows and so we obtain a
NCPN with the multiset  A B
 
as conclusions
 

 
 
A B
 
A B
N
 
N

N
 
N

 
A  B

 

 
   

 If N
 
and N

are disjoint NCPNs with the multisets  A and 
 
 B
respectively as conclusions we draw a times	link as follows and so we obtain a
NCPN with the multiset 
 
 A  B as conclusions
 

 
 
A B
 
A B
N
 
N

N
 
N

 
A  B

 

 
   If N is a NCPN with the multiset  A B as conclusions we draw a par
link as follows and so we obtain a NCPN with the multiset  ABas conclusions

  

A

A B

B
AB
N N
 
A plane proof net of MLL is a commutative proof net without crossing
in the graph drawing From the previous denition we know that any non
commutative proof net with  as conclusions is a plane proof net of MLL with
 as conclusions Moreover any proof net of a noncommutative version of
MLL MLL without the exchange rule can be drawn as a plane graph
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A Graphtheoretic characterization 
Let us recall the graphtheoretic characterization of noncommutative proof
net given in  with the main denitions and theorems
Denition 		 	

A directed DanosRegnier graph 	DR graph is a directed graph which consists
of axiomslinks 	with two outedges cutlinks 	with two inedges timeslinks
and parlinks	with two inedges and one outedge and conclusions nodes
Theorem 	
 
A DR graph is a proof net of MLL if and only if it is always acyclic and
connected under any choice of parswitching this global condition is called
switching condition
Let us recall now that a noncommutative proof net is a specic proof net
of MLL and thus can drawn as a DR graph
Denition 	 	
i Amarked DR graph is a DR graph where each  link and  link has two in
edges labeled L 	left and R 	right and one outedge labeled C 	conclusion
ii A marked DR graph is said to be uniformly directed if the Ledge Redge
and Cedge for a link is uniformly drawn in a xed cyclic order for all the
tensor and parlinks
iii AmarkedDR graph is said to be strongly planar if it is plane and uniformly
directed
If the sequent to prove 	and thus the marked DR graph G has several
conclusions A
 
 A

 A
n
 we connect them by links to obtain an equivalent
sequent 	and a closure of G with only one conclusion A
 
A

 A
n
 Thus we
will construct a strongly planar proof net for this formula and then suppress
these ctitious links from the proof net Moreover the previous denition
can be naturally extended to the proofstructures the condition on the cyclic
order being only applicable to links with both premises treated
In order to dene a graphtheoretic characterization  denes the two no
tions of long trip condition and of stack condition The former was origi
nally introduced by Abrusci in order to characterize his multiplicative non
commutative Linear Logic MNLL  The main result is the following
Theorem 	 	
 Let DR a marked DR graph the four following sentences
are equivalent
	 DR represents a noncommutative proof net
 DR satises the switching condition and is strongly planar
 DR satises the switching condition and the long trip condition
 DR satises the switching condition and the stack condition
Here we will use the equivalence between  and  to justify our proof
net search method in NCMLL From now a noncommutative proof net cor
responds to the previous inductive denition In fact the Abruscis denition

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L
C
C
C
D
A B
C
L
RL
R
C
C
C
R
RL
L
B
R
C
C
L R
L
RA
D
L
R
C
D
C
D
A B
C
L
RL
R
C
C
C
R
RL
L
B
R
C
C
L RL A
C
Fig  Marked DR graphs of   C   A D A
 
B
 
 B   D
 
 C
 

of noncommutative proof net corresponds to a marked DR graph satisfying
the switching condition and the long trip condition
As illustration the gure  presents two marked DR graphs of the sequent
  C AD A
 
B
 
 B D
 
 C
 
 that are not strongly planar The one
on the lefthand side is not planar and the one on the righthand side is not
uniformly directed the linkAD is not in the xed order In fact as already
explained in section 	 this sequent is not provable in noncommutative linear
logic
  Noncommutative proof net construction
Let us consider the following characterization
 a MLL proof net is a NCMLL
proof net if and only if it is strongly planar in the meaning of  It is in fact
a corollary of the result saying that a marked DR graph is a NCMLL proof net
if and only if it veries the switching condition and is strongly planar In fact
we want to consider NCMLL proof nets as a particular classe of MLL proof
nets and then to use or adapt if possible construction principles improved in
the commutative case 
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  Preliminary remarks
We use from now the representation of proof nets that is based on the decom
position tree notion see previous sections It has the advantage to directly
impose the condition on the xed order clockwise or anticlockwise Thus
our goal is to construct MLL proof nets the representation of which corre
sponds to a strongly planar graph Let us consider the following sequent to
prove   A
 
 B  A  B
 
 the corresponding proof net is not strongly
planar and moreover it is not possible to nd a planar representation from its
decomposition tree
A
 
A
 

B B
 
A
 
B B
 
A
 

A
 
A
 
B B
 
We observe with this example that the planarity conditions added by the
ctitious links consist in forbiding to cross the added edges linking all the
conclusions to the ctitious root ie intuitively in forbiding to pass under
the conclusions The added links will be not represented in the gures and
the construction will be done directly from the multiconclusion sequent
  Construction principles
In this section we will present some principles for the construction of proof
nets that have been improved at rst in 	
 for MLL and more recently in
 The construction of proof nets can be done as the construction of proof
structures with a validation through the application of various correction cri
teria But here we want to directly construct proof nets without a posteriori
verication
Let us recall that there exists a polynomial algorithm that returns that a proof
structure is a proof net or not and that the decision problem for MLL is NP
complete 	
The main point here consists not in building a complete proof structure and
then in verifying if it is a proof net or not but in verifying dynamically step
by step that the structure under construction would nally be a proof net
if there exists one In fact we can detect that it could not be the case and
then can stop the nonnecessary research of other axiomlinks The rst step
consists in building the decomposition tree  and in constructing from  a
set of subproof structures R in fact subproof nets that nally will contain
the nal proof net if there exists At the initial step we have R   At each
step the algorithm arbitrarily consider a free leaf A resp A
 
 belonging to a
branch of  where some leaves are already treated with as main constraint to

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avoid the construction of too many distinct subproof nets in R by merging
as soon as possible some elements of R Then for each dual free leaf A
 
resp
A we link them with an axiomlink that is an elementary proof net that we
add to R Then the Propagation construction procedure below explained
is applied to A resp A
 
 and then if there is no failure to A
 
resp A
This procedure considers a subformula A from   called the current formula
and while there exists a link L having this current formula among its premises
and such that the other premise B of this formula is treated then if L is a
link and its premises belong to distinct elements nets of R these elements
are merged into a unique element having AB among its conclusions that is
added to R replacing the initial nets else the procedure fails If L is a link
and its premises belong to the same element of R then the link is added
to it and else added in a waiting list This propagation process is essential
here to cover the semantics of the connectives during the proof net construc
tion More details can be found in 	
 To summarize the decomposition
tree is a frame we used to construct the expected proof nets from elementary
and smaller proof nets with the Propagation construction procedure It
is justied by the semantics of the links more deeply the meaning of  links
like  and links like  In fact the underlying prooftheoretical ideas
already present in 
 consists in founding the construction of proof nets on
the notion of subnets following a dual approach of 

Let us consider the sequent S   C  D A A
 
B
 
 B  D
 
 C
 
 and
the corresponding proof net construction The decomposition tree  of S is
the following
N
N

N

C
D A
A
 
B
 
B
D
 
C
 
If the rst free leaf chosen by the algorithm is A or A
 
and that the second
one is B
 
thus R is composed of the links AA
 
 and BB
 
 then the
procedure Propagation construction fails because the premises of the 
link do not belong to the same element of R
N
N

N

C
D A
A
 
B
 
B
D
 
C
 
But in fact this sequent S is provable in MLL proof in  and also in
NMLL Here and in the next examples of proof nets construction the links
and the subnets of R obtained by the Propagation construction procedure
are represented in bold in the gures We can then identify the various steps
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of the algorithm execution
As illustrated here it is necessary to determine if possible some orders in the
treatment of formulae and thus in the treatment of free leaves that could
surely lead to a proof net if the sequent is provable The basic principle
induced by the induction denition and the semantics of the  links and 
links consists in treating from the decomposition tree as soon as possible the
links to avoid at each step the exploration of unuseful branches and also
the construction of too many isolated subnets in R
In fact we have to postpone if necessary the treatment of the  link the 	
link the premises of which belong to distinct subnets of R but that could be
perhaps merged later Regarding the permutability results in linear sequent
calculus 
		 it is always possible during a bottomup proof search when we
have a choice between a  or a   rule or link to start with the latter Thus
naturally the proof nets being constructed with a dual topdown strategy the
corresponding dual result consists in starting during this construction with
the links when it is possible
 The noncommutativity
Our goal is to keep the construction principles that work well for the com
mutative case and to take into account the particularities due to the non
commutativity as independently as possible Regarding the graphtheoretic
characterization of 
	 the basic idea consists in allowing during the con
struction process the creation of some axiomlinks only if the proof structure
under construction remains strongly planar With such invariant condition
the nal proof net will be strongly planar and thus will be a noncommutative
proof net Consequently a simple method consists in dening a successor
permutation on the set of the free leaves the orbits of which are the set of
free leaves that could be connected with an axiomlink with preservation of
the strong planity of the corresponding graph
Let us illustrate this point with the following example
N
N
 
N
 
C
D A
A
 
B
 
B
D
 
C
 
In this net under construction the unique orbit of the permutation is C
D A A
 
D
 
C
 

If we now consider the following net
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N
N
 
N
 
C
D A
A
 
B
 
B
D
 
C
 
then there are only two possible orbits namely C C
 
 and A A
 

Consequently we dene the Next free leaf function that calls another func
tion named Next atomic formula that returns the next atomic formula in a
depthrst traversal of the extended with ctitious edges proof structure
The socalled successor of the last atomic formula being the rst next one
This function can be implemented for instance with the cyclic list of the
atomic formulae that can be naturally generated during the construction of
the decomposition tree
Function Next free leaf A  free leaf    free leaf 
A  Next atomic formulaA 
While A is not a free leaf do 
A  atomic formula linked to A by an axiom link  
A  Next atomic formulaA  
EndofWhile
Return A  
Fig  The Next free leaf function
Therefore we iterate this function call see Figure  on the free leaf we
want to deal with and thus we exactly collect the possible candidates that
would surely lead to a planar proof net
An important remark is that it is in fact sucient to consider the odd oc
currences in this set of candidates Otherwise the function Next free leaf
would generate a cycle with an odd length and the free leaves of this cycle
could not be associated as pairs Moreover it is arbitrary to choose one given
order for this decomposition tree traversal But it appears natural to go to
the left resp right from the left resp right premises of  links taking
into account the  rule
   Description of the algorithm
The following algorithm with the principal procedure named NMLL PN deals
with three main datastructures	
 a list   waiting of  links having both premises treated

 a list   to treat of  links the premises of which are not treated when
they are introduced in the list

 a list f to treat of subformulae in the structure under construction the
branches of which are to be treated

It is composed of the following four procedures The initial call on the input

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sequent S of the main procedure the NMLL PN one will return either a failure
message or a noncommutative proof net of S Let us precise that the argu
ments of the procedures are called by value except the ones after variables
that are called by address In fact we will consider here an extended version of
the procedure of gure  namely Next free leaf A 	 free leaf dir 	 boolean

   free leaf dir indicating the direction of the traversal In this case the
lists f to treat et  to treat include pairs with indication of the direction
during the traversal
Procedure NMLL PN S  NCMLL sequent   failure or   NCMLL proof net
i construct the decomposition tree  of S
ii initialize f to treat  to treat and  waiting to   
one conclusion of S arbitrarily chosen is added to f to treat
iii R 	  
iv R 	 Search free leaf to treatR f to treat  to treat  waiting
v Let  be the unique element of R Return

Let us describe now the three main procedures used by this procedure
Procedure Search free leaf to treatR f to treat  to treat  waiting
 failure or R
i While one of the three lists is not empty do
a if f to treat is not empty then consider its rst element A dir
that is removed from the list
 ifA is a free leaf then Treat free leafA R f to treat  to treat
 waiting
 if A has  as principal connective and has L and R respectively as its left
and right premises then insert L dir
L
 and R dir
R
 at the beginning
of f to treat
 if A has  as principal connective then if its both premises were not
treated A dir is added to  to treat
b else if  to treat is not empty then consider its rst element remove it
from the list if the both premises of this link are not already treated
then add one of them in f to treat with the same direction
c else the list  waiting being not empty consider its elements doing
R
 
	 Propagation constructionA true R f to treat  waiting
if A is one of the premises of the link  if all elements are considered
without success then returnfailure else returnR
 

 

ii If all the leaves are treated

 then returnR else returnfailure

 
Let us remark that R
 
can be a failure

We have necessarily jRj   and the structure under construction is a proof net
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Procedure Treat free leaf A  free leaf variables R f to treat   to treat
  waiting
i B  Next free leaf A dir
R
 
 failure
ii Repeat
a if B is a dual leaf of A then
create an axiomlink between A and B
R
 
 Propagation constructionA falseR f to treat   waiting
if R
 
 failure then
R
 
 Propagation constructionB trueR
 
 f to treat   waiting
if R
 
 failure then
R
 
 Search free leaf to treatR
 
 f to treat   to treat   waiting
b B  Next free leaf B dir
c if B  A then B  Next free leaf B dir
Until B  A and R
 
 failure
iii R  R
 
	
Procedure Propagation construction A  subformula prop  boolean R
variables f to treat   waiting  failure or R
i While B the other premise of the link under the current subformula A has
been treated do
a if it is a  link for instance AB
 if its premises belong to two disjoint elements of R then merge and extend
them with the link add it to R where the two elements are erased
replace the current formula by the formula of this link A  AB
prop  true
 else returnfailure	
b if it is a  link for instance A B
 if its premises belong to the same element of R then the link is added to
this subnet to give a new element of R where the initial element is erased
replace the current formula by the formula of this link A  A B 
prop  true
 else the link is added to   waiting	
ii if prop  true and the link under the current subformula is a link then
its other premise is added at the end of the list f to treat	
iii ReturnR	
This procedure can be considered as a new method for automatic theorem
proving in noncommutative linear logic that is based on proof nets Let
us illustrate this algorithm with the sequents we considered in the previous
section

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Example 
Let us start with the sequent   C  DA A
 
B
 
 B  D
 
 C
 
 Its
decomposition tree is the following
N
N

N

C
D A
A
 
B
 
B
D
 
C
 
We assume that the rst leaf to treat is D
 
 In this case the search of the
next free leaf to treat is done to the right because this atomic formula is at
the right of the nearest  link B  D
 
 C
 

Then the free leaves to consider
 
are C
 
 D A
 
and B and we can construct
an axiomlink between D
 
and D
N
N

N

C
D A
A
 
B
 
B
D
 
C
 
The next formula to treat is A with a next traversal to the right	 and one has
to nd its dual formula among A
 
and B At the next step the next free
leaf from B is A From now we have no more choice to create the two last
axiomlinks
N
N

N

C
D A
A
 
B
 
B
D
 
C
 
We can observe that the restrictions during the construction have imposed the
condition of strong planity of the following nal proof net
 
Let us recall that only the odd occurrences of the set of candidates are considered cf
section 
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N
N
 
N
 
C
D A
A
 
B
 
B
D
 
C
 
Example 
Let us consider now the sequent   C  AD A
 
B
 
 B  D
 
 C
 

that is the previous one where DA is replaced by AD Its decomposition
tree is the following
N
N

N

C
A D
A
 
B
 
B
D
 
C
 
As in the previous construction we assume that the rst leaf to consider isD
 

The search of the next free leaf to treat is also done to the right because this
atomic formula is at the right of the nearest  link namely B  D
 
 C
 

The candidates as good free leaves are C
 
 A A
 
and B but we cannot
construct an axiomlink from between D
 
 Consequently the construction
algorithm stops with a failure and we deduce that the given sequent is not
provable in noncommutative linear logic
  Properties of the algorithm
To prove the soundness and completeness of this algorithm we need some
preliminary results on the planar graphs associated to this construction
  Preliminary results
Denition  Let G be a graph with for each node an associated cyclic
permutation of its adjacent edges G is a planar map if G is in a plan and the
traversal of adjacent edges at each node is anticlockwise
Let us remark that a MLL proof net to which is associated at each node
the permutation conclusion right premise left premise is a planar map if
and only if it is strongly planar
We will give now a simple necessary and su	cient condition such that a con
nected graph remains a planar map when we add an edge to it
Denition  Let G be a planar map and s a with s node of G and a
an edge adjacent to s let  s a 
 t b if t 
 s and t be adjacent to a if
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 
t
 b  a  resp  
t
 a  b
 
 then the left  resp right cell of  s a is dened
as the set f
n
 s an  Ng
Lemma  Let G be a planar map s and t be two nodes of G  
s
and  
t
be the associated cyclic permutations let a and b be two edges respectively
adjacent to s and t and let G
 
be the graph G to which one adds an edge u
between a and b with the permutations  
s
and  
t
changed into  
 
s
and et  
 
t
with 
 








 
 
s
 a  u  
 
t
 b  u
 
 
s
 u   
s
 a  
 
t
 u   
t
 b
 
 
s
 x   
s
 x if x  a u  
 
t
 x   
s
 x if x  a u
namely u is added after a resp b in the permutation
If  t b resp  s  
s
 a belongs to the left resp right cell dened by  s a
resp  t  
t
 b then G
 
is a planar map
Proof Let us consider a strongly planar representation of G it is sucient to
follow the path  s a   s a   t b in such a way that we do not cross edges
respecting the permutations in s and t See illustration in gure  In the left
graph to link s and t it is sucient to follow the path  s a   s a 

 s a 
 t b without crossing the edges In the right one if t does not belong to the
left cell of  s a the added edge have to cross the left cell  
a
b
s
t
s
a
t
b
Fig  Illustration of lemma 
 
 
s
and  
t
being the cyclic permutations on the adjacent edges of s and t
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Lemma  Let us consider the same previous denitions conversely if G
is connected then G
 
is a planar map if and only if  t b belongs to the left cell
dened by  s a
Proof A left or right cell is a nite set  because G is nite then the sequence
 
i
 s a
i N
is cyclic from a certain rank  being a bijection  because 
is a bijection  
i
 s a
i N
is then cyclic Consequently a left or right cell
determinates two parts of the plan
As G is connected there is no node in the left  resp right part with the
direction for traversal 
 
 s a 

 s a  for a left  resp right cell The
added edge is necessarily in this part to respect the permutation 
s
and then
 t b belongs to the left cell of  s a  
 Correctness and completeness
Let us consider now again the algorithm we have dened The following result
is important for the proof of correctness
Lemma  The iteration of the Next free leaf procedure on a free leaf A
returns exactly the set of the free leaves such that the creation of an axiom
link between one of them and A preserves the strong planarity of the proof
structure
Proof Taking into account the symmetry we consider that the traversal is
done to the right The atomic formulae are not directly represented in the
planar maps corresponding to the proof structures but rather as pairs  s a
dened as follows s is the node representing the link just above the atomic
formula If the axiomlink starts from the formula then t is the edge of the
graph representing it if this formula is a left premise and if the right one is
not atomic or if an axiomlink starts from it then t is the edge representing
this premise else t is the conclusion of s Then it is su	cient to verify that
the Next free leaf dir
R
 procedure returns the next free leaf of the left
cell dened by the free leaf on which it is called
Moreover the Next atomic formula dir
R
 returns the next atomic for
mula of the left cell that does not change during the construction If an
axiom link starts from this formula then its image by  is the formula to
which it is connected by this link  
Theorem  The algorithm for noncommutative proof net construction is
correct if for a given sequent S it returns a proof structure then S is provable
in MNCLL and complete if S is a provable sequent in MNCLL then it returns
a proof net of S
Proof It is a direct consequence of the previous three lemmas and of the cor
rectness and completeness results for the commutative proof nets construction
algorithm detailed in   
	
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  Concluding remarks
The main result here is the design of an algorithm for automated proof net
construction in the noncommutative linear logic From such a result we
can also derive a procedure for automated deduction in this fragment In
fact the algorithm can be directly used to construct simultaneously step by
step the corresponding sequent proof following a topdown approach from
axioms to the sequent to prove After the search of the axiomlinks cor
responding to axioms of sequent calculus a successful application of the
Propagationconstruction procedure corresponds to the application of ad
equate   or   inference rules in a right order to lead to a proof
Such a new algorithm and proof search method could be very helpful for ap
plications in linguistics or distributed systems design where one has at the
same time to deal with sequential and concurrent aspects The relationships
between noncommutative linear logic and the Lambek calculus 	 can lead to
a new alternative method for Lambek proof nets construction and automated
deduction without explicit use of  terms 
	 or of labels on the links and of
unication on these labels
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